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ABSTRACT
Various location-based technologies encourage users to ex-
plore places or exercise by guiding them through points of
interest distributed over places. However, existing approaches
mostly rely on the use of smartphones, which require users
to ‘opt in’ and have limited access to a wide range of demo-
graphics. We explore a new approach by distributing multiple
interactive devices in public places, where passers-by are en-
couraged to interact with one of them and follow on to discover
others. Through two in-the-wild studies, we investigated how
to better engage and support such a user experience by care-
fully designing their content, spatial arrangement as well as
guidances to motivate and help users to find other devices.
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INTRODUCTION
Various interactive technologies have been used to enrich peo-
ple’s interaction with places. A range of Locative Media [44]
applications deliver location-based content on people’s mobile
devices through notifications [15], games [7], narratives [24]
and even poetry [27]. They can guide users from one point
to another so that they can explore different places and dis-
cover local information. Applications like Geocaching [36]
and Pokemon Go [23] engage users to move across locations
by providing a fictional story or incentive for collecting virtual
or physical items at different places. Users keep a profile to
log their achievements and access information for finding the
items.

However, most Locative Media applications rely on mobile
phones and require users to ‘opt in’ and take initiatives, which
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limit its accessibility. In contrast, there have been many suc-
cessful public installations built to engage communities at
public events such as festivals, street parties, and in public
venues like parks, shopping malls and museums etc. For ex-
ample, Funsquare [30] attracted members of the public to its
locally generated fun facts; VoxBox [17] used a ‘tangible ques-
tionnaire’ to collect visitors’ feedback on public events. These
situated technologies encourage people to walk up and use
while wandering in places and to discover or provide local
information.

While most of these installations are standalone devices teth-
ered to one location, a few have been developed so they appear
in multiple places around the streets. In the project Visualising
Mill Road ([25]), 18 simple voting devices were distributed
in different shops in a heterogeneous neighbourhood, in or-
der to collect people’s opinions at different locations. The
gathered responses were then visualised in front of each shop,
which triggered social discussions about the differences be-
tween places. In UBI-hotspot [38], several devices were also
deployed around the city so that content could be design to
fit the specific locations. Having multiple devices distributed
over places can increase the entry points for interaction and
improve the local relevance of digital content.

However, these previous work with multiple public devices
do not have explicit relationships between devices. What if
a system could be built that had multiple devices and their
content would be distributed encouraging people to search
for and then move from one device to another? Could this
encourage more curiosity, movement and play? Could this
provide an alternative way by which to discover more about
an environment and what they see and understand about the
physical space they are in?

Although previous research has investigated how phone-based
applications motivated and guided users moving across multi-
ple points of interest [23], it is unknown if and how members of
the public would engage with physical installations distributed
across space. Therefore in this paper, we investigate this by
evaluating an existing system - Pinsight, which provides a
set of eye-catching devices that can be placed in our chosen
locations and display interactive textual content on a small
display. We introduce links between devices by embedding
hints about other devices in the content, to trigger curiosity
and guide users moving from one to the others. By doing
so, we are exploring a new approach to encourage people to
discover more places in their environment and access local



information in-situ through interactive technology. Our main
research questions are in the following:

• How do users experience and understand a set of physical
devices distributed in public spaces?

• How to best support and guide the audience to enjoy the
full potential of a multi-location interaction?

We conducted two in-the-wild studies, in which Pinsight sys-
tem was deployed in different context with different content
on the devices. Study 1 investigated effects of having Links
between devices and how people interacted with devices dis-
tributed at different locales. Study 2 investigated the effects
of relative positioning between devices as well as a different
linking strategy. The rest of the paper first reviews previous
work in related areas and categorises them with a design space
we propose. Then we describe our method and the studies,
followed by a discussion and conclusion of the findings.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This section reviews key findings from the literature of public
and situated devices, locative media applications and multi-
device interactions.

Public and Situated Devices
Public spaces are intended to support all manners of social en-
counters and public engagement [46, 10]. For this reason they
have been augmented by technologies intended to encourage
passersby to stop and interact with them - to learn more about
the locale [38], to elicit their opinions [25] and to get their
responses and reactions to local issues [47]. They have also
been designed as ice-breakers to encourage social interactions
between strangers [5].

The motivation for research on this area comes from the bene-
fits of having allowing the engagement of broader audiences.
Public devices are open for instant access, through sponta-
neous, on the spot and self-initiated interactions [21]. Ideally,
people should go from noticing that there is an device, to un-
derstanding it is interactive, and then approaching it to interact
[32]. However, people are often wary of interacting: they fear
social embarrassment, feel insecure about how the interaction
works or believe content is not interesting [10].

Optimal user engagement can be achieved by finding a sweet
spot between people, content and location. The framework
proposed by Schroeter et. al. demonstrates how the deploy-
ment of a public display must then take into account the de-
mographics around a place, the choice of adequate content
and the best place to position the device, in order to maximise
visibility and interactivity [41]. The sweet spot is not easy
to achieve, but previous research has provided some insights
about how to choose contents, contexts and locations.

Starting with location, a venue with large number of passersby
may seem an appropriate place to get more visibility [4, 3],
however, people may not stay long enough to interact [39].
Conducive locations for placing public devices are those where
people are relaxing, such as a skate park [2] and a swimming
pool facility [38]. Regarding context, events were found to be
occasions where people are more keen to engage [41], whilst
during a workday as users often lose interest and move back to

their previous activities [39]. When it comes to content, local
information was found to be engaging [4] such as notifications
about events on the city [38] or questions about local issues
[43].

The extensive research on the field of public and situated
devices often report the observed phenomena around them [10,
2, 33, 22]. Moving further from the individual case studies,
frameworks have also been proposed [41]. However these
works focus on the interactions on the standalone devices,
even when multiple devices are involved, they are analysed
individually [25, 38]. A better understanding about how people
move between devices is missing and an overview on the
locative media literature can help uncovering some of such
aspects.

Locative Media
Locative media applications are designed to conduct the user
through a trail, where actions are triggered on a mobile de-
vice whenever the user reaches a point of interest [7, 15, 26].
Users often navigate from one point to another by following
some hint, which can come as a clue to real locations [7], or
directions from other references [1]. However, it was found
that when given the opportunity, users enjoyed choosing their
route, instead of being directed from one location to another
[24].

Locative media content varies. When informative, users may
receive messages about the locations they walked by, such as
in Datacatcher, where content came from the Census: "People
around here earn 25,300 per year". People were found to enjoy
the experience of learning something new. Content can also
be made of fictional material that is meant to be access in
situ, such as in the Groeland Project, in which authors were
asked to write poems about particular places [27]. In this case,
people were immersed in the story by looking at exact spots
mentioned in the texts.

Regarding the choice of places to be points of interest, audi-
ences tend to be more interested in locations that have some
previous meaning to them [19]. Their motivation to go to these
points of interest have been found to be discovering new places
[12], reading comments left by others [40] and attaching their
own memories [6].

Moving from these previous works with locative media, a
question that remains is if a change of medium from mobile
to public devices could modify the user engagement. As it
has been argued through the paper, using a public display as
a medium for access to local information can attract larger
audiences. However, it is not clear if users would follow
through points of interest in the same way if multiple public
devices are chosen.
Multiplicity and Distribution
Multiple public devices have been replicated to tailor the con-
tent to specific locations [25, 48, 38]. Typically, however, in
such applications, there has not been much incentive for users
to cross distances in order to access another device. Their goal
was to provide multiple entry points to increase the chances
of someone stumbling upon it [38] or to tailor the content
specifically to the feature of each place [25].
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voting devices deployed
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lives

18 shops on a street in a
heterogeneous neighbor-
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none

UBI-hotspot
[38]
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events, messages, games
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Tapestries
[26]

anyone could tag, write
and access content about
places

local info
random and sponta-
neously chosen by the
users

choose a thread and
get a map

Uncle Roy
[7]

recruited users played a
hide and seek game

hints and locatiosn to find
the game character

random places chosen by
the designer

sequence of clues as
game progresses

Table 1. Related Work Overview

In contrast, multiple and distributed interactions in situ have
been previously designed to engage users in explore several
places. Incentives such as item collection and competition
were shown to be effective on getting people moving around,
such as with Geocaching [37, 18] and Pokemon Go [49].
While in Geocaching [37] users are motivated to search for
physical objects hidden in particular places, Pokemon Go
motivates players to capture virtual characters in the built en-
vironment [49]. For many, engagement comes from the desire
to be the best among peers, while others see it as a way to exer-
cise [18]. Similarly, multiple pervasive displays were used in
indoors exhibitions as an interactive narrative which motivated
people to see the complete story [50]. Regardless of their indi-
vidual goals, these applications have been successful because
they tie together people, objects and places by encouraging
learning and exploration.

However, with the distribution of devices across different lo-
cations, the interaction becomes segmented: users are moving
from one device to another at a time of their convenience. In
Sens-us project, [16] the questions of a census were distributed
across three physical devices in order to have people answer-
ing in parallel. Questions were not replicas: each device has a
different set of questions, however, not everyone completed
all the questions because they did not understand devices had
different questions, did not want to wait for others to finish or
lost interest. This shows how important it is to not only allow
multiplicity but also to adequately convey and motivate it.

Different from previous work, this paper explores a new way
of using physical distributed devices - to encourage and guide
members of the public to go around places and learn about
hidden local information in-situ. The devices function portals
to give easy access to information, taking out the need for
mobile phones, which may happen to not be available, with-
out battery or Internet connection at the moment. Instead of
having to individually look at their small screens, people can
also have discussions about what they see. Therefore, in this
paper we investigate how to convey multiplicity to users, and
stimulate multi-device interactions with design, positioning
and guidance strategies.

DESIGN SPACE
As mentioned in our literature review, the framework from
Schroeter et. al. framework [41] succinctly listed design
choices for achieving high quantity and good quality responses
on public devices and organised them in three dimensions: peo-
ple, content and location. Given our focus on multiple devices,
we built on this framework by proposing four dimensions:
Content, Context, Placement and Linking. Our definitions of
the dimensions are as following:

• Content: what is shown on the device. The choice of content
and the way it is displayed is expected to influence the
interaction with multiple devices; e.g. content may affect
users’ motivation to follow up on interacting with further
devices.

• Context: the current situation at a space and the people
around. It includes the background activities, paths of natu-
ral movement and common social norms. In the situation
of tracing multiple devices users need to feel comfortable
to be seen following a trail across devices.

• Placement: the choices of locales for installing the devices
considering that content might be about the chosen places.
For distributed experiences, the relative positioning between
them is fundamental. Key sub-factors to take into account
are visibility and distance.

• Linking: involves the decision of how to convey that a set of
multiple devices belongs to the same installation. Linking
should maximise the motivation for users to follow up to
the next device. Embedding hints in the content, showing
all locations on a map and having similar looking devices
are some possible ways to convey multiplicity.

METHOD
This paper aims to understand how to provide situated ex-
periences with multiple distributed physical devices for an
audience of passers-by. We investigate what design choices
in our proposed design space may have an effect on engaging
users to interact with a situated device as well as move on to
others.



Figure 1. A picture of a Pin device

Pinsight as a research tool
To reach our research goal, we needed a set of physical devices
that allow us to author its content with certain flexibility, in
order to show different topics suitable for different contexts
and provide hints about other devices. The devices also needed
to be attractive for passers-by and installed at our chosen loca-
tions in public. Therefore, we chose to conduct studies with
an existing system - Pinsight (see Figure 1), which consists of
multiple interactive devices that can be distributed in public
places.

The devices - Pins - resemble the shape of a digital location
marker, are made for carrying location-relevant content. Four
devices come in different bright colours (blue, green, red and
yellow) for attracting passers-by. Each device is equipped
with a small screen and two buttons for users to go through
a sequence of textual content. The content should be written
in a list of pages with short text (140 char max per page).
Two user responses can be optionally added to each page, and
each response can be linked to a next page. This allows us to
show unlimited pages of content in sequence, and branch the
content into multiple sequences. Passersby interact with it by
pressing the two buttons, in a style like having a two-choice
conversation. The content can be a mixture of short questions,
stories, facts or suggestions.

The Pinsight platform allows us to create content and view
public responses through a web application. The devices are
made of a lightweight material, which makes it easy to carry
around and place them at the desired locations. They are
battery-powered and supported by poles or hooks.

We conducted two in-the-wild studies with four Pinsight de-
vices. They were deployed in different contexts: one in a
large urban park during a public festival and the other at the
main hall of a university in a regular day. In each of them, the
attributes of content, placement and linking were manipulated,
to investigate their effect on the engagement (see Table 2). The
presence of hints was examined in the first study. The variables
of distance, visibility and linking strategy were investigated in
the second.

We try to understand how to create engaging public expe-
riences across multiple sites using distributed systems like
Pinsight. By carefully designing the content, embedding hints

Figure 2. Distribution of Pins in the park

about other devices in it, and strategically choosing the locales
and relative positions of the devices, we hope to ultimately
engage passers-by with a situated experience that get them
to move around and explore more of the place. We were in-
terested in seeing how members of the public interacted with
different devices distributed in the same venue and whether
visitors went from one to another and followed the given sug-
gestions.

Similar to previous studies with public devices [34, 42, 39, 46,
25, 29], the methods consisted of observations during deploy-
ment days, semi-structured interviews with passersby who
interacted with the technology and collection of interaction
logs.

STUDY I - OLYMPIC PARK
The first study took place at a large event at an urban park.
There were cultural activities, storytelling, parades, food
trucks and picnic areas. Pinsight was used as a tool to provide
information, collect feedback from visitors and motivate them
to explore different areas of the park.

Study Design
The Pins were presented as a group of friends with distinguish-
able names, spread around the park, willing to chat about their
"expertise". By "expertise" we refer to the fact that each Pin
displayed content about a different topic: park development
(Cuckoo, the yellow), event information (Tomato, the red),
future events (Lily, the blue) and visitors’ feedback (Kermit,
the green). The content was designed to be short, informal
and fun, often presented as quizzes. One example was: "Why
do you think the park will light up in July and August?". Each
Pin carried content in similar length, which consisted of 7-8
pairs of questions and answers.

The Pins were distributed within comfortable walking distance
(see Figure 2). Even though they were position within sight
of each other, they were not too close to convey the idea of
a treasure hunt. Also, they were placed at some distance to
other attractions to avoid distractions. The red Pin was placed
near the entrance next to the main road, on the way to the food
trucks. The blue and yellow Pins were placed in the grass at
one of the picnic areas. The green Pin was placed further away,
on the main road leading to one of the stages.



Study Context Content Placement Linking

Park visitors of a festival
event in the park

information about current
event, future event, future de-
velopments and feedback

visible but a bit distant
from each other

lightweight suggestions
to find other Pin friends
around the park

University
visitors, students or
staff during a work-
day at university

fun facts about famous
alumni, physics department,
famous auto-icon, movies
shooting locations

two pairs separated and
far away, devices in each
pair were close but varied
in visibility

detailed instructions on
where to find the next de-
vice

Table 2. Studies Summary: using the proposed Design Space

Condition - Linking through hints
The study had two conditions: WithHint and WithoutHint. The
conditions were switched every hour and repeated three times
throughout the afternoon. A hint meant that the content had
indications of the existence of other devices written on the
dialogue. In the WithHint condition, a user had the option to
see a hint by choosing "I wanna know something else" after
each question had been answered.Then the Pin would show a
suggestion of how to find another Pin.

These hints were very light-weighted as they did not point to
specific directions but mentioned the "expertise" and colour
of another device: "Why not talk to my red friend? He knows
everything about the event schedule". Each Pin had hints to
all of the three other Pins, and they appeared in random orders
throughout the dialogue. The hope was that having indications
about other Pins would raise awareness and encourage people
to visit them.

Procedure
On the day of the event, a group of four researchers conducted
observations for 6 hours at a discrete location away from the
Pins. Each observer was responsible for making notes about
one device, noting down the user group size, demographics,
group behaviour and revisits. They also tried to observe if
visitors interacted with multiple Pins. When it felt appropriate
to approach, two researchers conducted short semi-structured
interviews after users had finished interacting with a device.
These interviews covered people’s perception of the Pins, if
they had seen hints and whether they had interacted with
multiple devices.

Moreover, button presses were logged automatically on each
Pin device. In the WithHint condition, we embedded a ques-
tion “Have you talked to my colourful Pin friends today?” at
the beginning of the content of each Pin to help us quantify
the number of people interacting with multiple Pins. Previ-
ous studies have suggested that it can be effective to embed
evaluation functions into the technology and make it a built-in
property [20].

Data Analysis
A session analysis was performed on these time-based logs
of button presses. An inactivity threshold of 30 seconds was
taken for segmenting the logs into Interaction Sessions, based
on a frequency plot of all intervals (Median = 4 seconds, 10%
intervals are larger than the threshold). We calculated the
Interaction Time as the time duration of each session. To

reduce the influence of different overall activity at different
times of the event, we removed the logs from the first and
last hours that had much fewer people around, which left us
284 interaction sessions identified from 4-hours log data. As
qualitative data, 15 participants were interviewed, and 183
individual or groups of users were observed using the Pins
The analysis of this qualitative data used Thematic Analysis
[9, 8].

Findings
As a good first step, we observed engaging user experiences
with individual Pins that were observed in previous successful
public installations [14]. Passers-by were seen reading, laugh-
ing, discussing and inviting others to see the content, which
were indicators of engagement [35]. Moving forward from
understanding user experiences with individual kiosks, our
study focused on what happens when the public experience
is spread over space with multiple units. We analysed how
people interacted with different devices and moved between
them, both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Interaction Time
Kruskal Wallis tests performed on the Interaction Time re-
vealed no significant effect, either across different Pins or
between WithHint and WithoutHint. However, we can see the
interaction patterns in Figure 3, which visualises the number
of Interaction Sessions by their durations.

Based on our observation and a frequency plot, we segmented
the interaction sessions into three categories: brief interactions
below 5 seconds, mainly consisting instances of passersby
briefly pressing one or more buttons and leaving; longer in-
teraction sessions between 6 seconds and 2 minutes, where
users properly read and responded to a sequence of content
and potentially reached the end; even longer than 2 minutes,
where highly engaged users stayed and brought other people
in, potentially going over the content for multiple times. Over-
all there was 22.2% brief interactions (mean=1.8s), 71.8%
longer interactions below 2 minutes (mean=38.5s), and 6%
even longer (mean=192.5s).

Interaction with Different Pins
As we can see in Figure 3, the red Pin received the highest
number of interactions in total. As we observed, being placed
near the entry led to an intense traffic of people around it. This
was consistent with a previous finding that routes of natural
movements are efficient in attracting passers-by [2].
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Figure 3. Log analysis of Study 1 - count of Interaction Sessions per
device, segmented by the length of interaction of each session (within the
4 hours of deployement).

The red Pin had a higher number and percentage of brief in-
teractions, with 28.4% sessions below 5s, compared to the
yellow (21.5%), green (20%) and blue (16.4%). This was
consistent with our observation that many passers-by of the
red Pin rushed over quickly or were called away by their com-
panies. The percentage of interactions longer than 2 minutes
also showed difference across Pins: red (3.4%), green (1.4%),
blue(10%), yellow (10.8%). The red and green Pins, both near
a pathway, had much fewer long interactions than yellow and
blue Pins, which were both inside picnic areas.

The different type of content the Pins carry might have affected
the interaction patterns as well. The feedback Pin (Green) had
the least number of long interactions. We also found that the
three informational Pins received much higher revisit rate than
the feedback Pin. The percentage of Revisit sessions out of
all the observed interaction sessions was 9% for the red Pin,
20% for the yellow, 14% for the blue, whereas only 3% for
the green Pin.

With and Without Hints
A Kruskal Wallis test performed on the entire 4-hour data set
revealed no significant effect on InteractionTime between With-
Hint and WithoutHint conditions (X2(1)=0.1, p=0.7). However,
the same Kruskal Wallis test performed on a subset - the inter-
action sessions below 5 seconds, showed a significant effect
(X2(1)=8.8, p<.01*). The average InteractionTime is signif-
icantly shorter in WithHint (Mean=1.7s) than WithoutHint
(Mean=2.6s) condition. This suggests that for less engaged
passers-by, seeing questions about other Pins in the beginning
might be off-putting. This corresponds to our observations dur-
ing the WithHint condition, where some users started looking
around before they left with a confused face. To double check
this finding, we performed the same test on the interaction
sessions that are shorter than 30 seconds, the finding remained
the same (X2(1)=7.6, p<.01*).

As our interviews suggested, the hints were not always enough
to convey multiplicity: "I did not understand there were many
Pins, I just saw something about blue, red, green, but I was
not sure what it referred to (P7)". In these cases, having all

the devices in a similar look can help convey they belong to
the same installation: "It said ‘Have you spoken to any of my
other friends?’. And I was like, no. But then I have seen there
is a couple more. (P1A)". The different colours were also
associated with potential different contents: "I guess colour
coded for specific reasons? (P1B)".

Nevertheless, having the hints helped to raise awareness to
the existence of other devices. Users were often observed to
look around during interactions in the WithHint condition but
rarely in the Without condition. One participant mentioned
liking the way hints were provided, even though they were
not followed straight away: "It is a good thing you did not put
these lengthy details, it is just like a short little thing, would
you like to continue or move away? So short, nice and sweet
(P1B)".

It was hard to observe an effect of having hints in encouraging
people to go to other Pins. There is only a slight difference
in the total numbers of interaction sessions between WithHint
(146) and WithoutHint (138) conditions. Interaction logs regis-
tered that 38% of the answers to the question "Have you talked
to my other Pin friend today?" was "Yes" (67 times out of 175
total). This number was similar for each Pin, indicating there
was no particular order in how people discovered the Pins. The
users who traced multiple Pins could have chosen any order.
This was facilitated by the design of the hints, where each Pin
provided links to all the other Pins.

The observers noticed 28 individual/groups of users using
multiple Pins, with minor difference between WithHint (12)
and WithoutHint condition (16). It is likely that there were
many missed instances as it was often hard for the observers
to oversee all all the Pins at once due to the large area. We also
noticed that some of the users visiting multiple Pins did not do
it immediately, but returned after a while when we had already
changed the condition. This appeared to be a methodological
challenge for evaluating public user experiences in the wild
with multiple devices distributed over a large space.

Content and People Context
The way content was written had a positive effect on people’s
perception of the experience: "I thought it was so cute! [...]
like a friend really like welcoming (P1A)" and "they are quite
cheeky funny (P11)". Visitors enjoyed learning new informa-
tion: "I like it because it is educational (P15)" and "they are
kind of trying to tell you information, very useful (P11)".

Children were especially attracted by the installation, as they
were seen inviting others to see the content, revisiting and
running around to find the next Pin. They accounted for 59%
of the total of people observed interacting during the day (223
out of 331) and for 95% of the people who revisited the same
device. Furthermore, many interviewees mentioned that the
installation was attractive to children: "I think it is really good
for kids as well [...] there was literally a child just running in
front of me (P1A)" and "my child played with it [...] It is great
for the kids. (P10)".

Treasure Hunt Effect
Some of the participants described the experience as a treasure
hunt: "It is kind of an Easter egg hunt in a way. You would be



like, okay where is the next one? (P1B)". The lack of precise
hints was at times perceived as a driver to look for the Pins: "it
is like an adventure, a challenge. I would be like, where is it, I
cannot find it (P1A)". Instead of feeling discouraged, took it
as a challenge: "it’s fun because we actually have to find them.
They are not real, you know, in the obvious places, it was kind
of playing a game (P11)". Some people made a group effort
to help in their search: "I first saw the red one then, I saw the
yellow and my brother saw the blue (P5)".

On the other hand, some participants did not follow other Pins:
"No, there were no hints. [would you go to other Pins?] I
have no reasons for it, sorry (P8)". One of the participants
explained that it requires a certain mood to go hunting: "I
think if I were in the right mood, I would be like, oh my god,
let’s find the yellow thing (P1)".

Having a short distance between devices made it easier for the
users to find the Pins that were close by: "It was easy because
they are usually only a few meters away (P9)". However, some
participants had issues with finding the devices: "No, I cannot
find the green one, I was in all the others, I don’t know where
is green (P6)". This leads to the question of the effect of
distance and visibility on the interaction with multiple devices.
These were further investigated in the next study.

In summary, Study 1 revealed how members of the public inter-
acted with a distributed multi-device installation. We showed
how being placed at different locales and carrying different
types of content affected the interaction patterns received by
different devices, even though they were placed in the same
event venue. We also found providing vague hints about other
devices in a distributed installation leveraged a treasure hunt
effect and encouraged users to explore the place with a chal-
lenge. Having a similar look and giving hints to other devices
helped raise awareness about other devices. However placing
hints in the beginning of a sequential content might affect user
engagement negatively, especially for less engaged passersby.
Furthermore, we found the interaction of tracing multiple de-
vices was often done in segments and with time delays, rather
than a one-go experience.

STUDY II - UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
This second study investigated the multi-device experience
within a different use case. Pinsight was deployed at a uni-
versity building to give visitors a tour highlighting the history
and fun facts about four different spots. The goal was to un-
derstand the effects of distance and visibility between devices.
We were also interested in investigating if providing hints with
more precise guidance for finding other devices could improve
the experience.

Study Design
Similarly to the previous study, each device had a different
"expertise". The content text was written in a friendly and
informative way. A welcoming introduction was given at the
beginning of the dialogue, in order to attract users: "Hi I
am Cuckoo! Do you have time for a quick chat?". All the
dialogues followed the same structure, and they had the same
length (around 8 pairs of questions and answers). An example

Figure 4. Distribution of the Pins at the university

of a question was: "Can you see the new (place name) there?
Do you know who (person name) was?"

The main building of the university had a good flux of people
throughout the day. It also had points of interests that already
attracted visitors, such as its founder’s auto-icon and a small
collection of museums artefacts. The Pins were positioned
in pairs in the two opposites sides of a large corridor that
crossed the main hall (see Figure 4). In the South corridor,
Tomato (red) was placed right next to a founder auto-icon
and talked about it, and Lily (blue) was next to the entrance
talking about music and cinema. In the South corridor, Cuckoo
(yellow) was near the Physics and Astronomy department,
giving information about it, and placed next to a bench where
people were waiting around. Kermit (green) was placed next
to a walking path and spoke about famous alumni.

Conditions - Visibility and Distance
We manipulated the Distance and Visibility between devices
to see if they had an effect on if and how people would move
across them. The devices were deployed in the main hall of the
university, which consists of two corridors: South and North
(see Figure 4). One pair of devices were deployed at each of
the corridors, which were about a hundred meters apart with
other infrastructures blocking the view in the middle. Thus
each pair of devices were close to each other, and were far
away and not visible from the other pair. We also strategically
placed the devices so that the Blue-Red pair were visible from
each other but the Yellow-Green pair was not immediately vis-
ible, as the Yellow one was around a corner. This formed three
conditions: CloseVisible, CloseInvisible and FarInvisible.

Linking with 2-Step Hints
For this study, the idea was to be more precise about the
locations of the devices, so that those who had the time and
the interest could enjoy a guided trail experience across the
main building. People could start the trail at any point, and
the hint always pointed to the closest device. After interacting
with this nearest device, the hint would point to a device further
away. Only after users had finished interacting with all the
devices on one side of the corridor, they would be directed to
the devices on the other side.

Regarding the way hints were written, the users had the oppor-
tunity to see more details about a location if they wanted to.
First, they were presented with a hint like: "Do you want to
know about a place that was featured in a very famous movie?
Check out the blue friend in the South corridor!". Then, this
page provides an option with: "I didn’t understand the direc-
tions." Pressing it leads to a more detailed description in the
next page: "If you follow this corridor to the very end, after



the library, you will find my blue friend. She is near the exit
to the Main Quad".

Procedure and Data Collection
The study followed a very similar procedure to Study 1. On
the day of deployment, two observers were conducting obser-
vations, one in each side of the corridor, for 4 hours. One more
researcher was responsible for conducting semi-structured
interviews with the same questions as in Study 1.

Interaction logs recorded every button click. In addition, we
embedded more questions to help us understand how users
moved across the Pins. The Pins first asked if they had been
to the device nearby. If they answered yes, they were asked
if they have been to any of the devices further away. Then, a
"Yes" answer led to a further question about which Pin they
came from; a "No" answer led to a hint about a Pin further
away. The questions were smoothly integrated as part of the
’conversational’ experience with the Pins, with humourous
tones. One example was: "The best part is that I have other
friends around here! Have you talked to my yellow friend,
Cuckoo?". Learning from Study 1, we placed the questions at
the end of the content to avoid intimidating or confusing users
in the beginning.

The same method of session analysis in Study 1 was applied
on analysing the log data, which identified 147 interaction
sessions. 93 individual / groups of users were observed using
the Pins and 9 interviews were conducted.

Findings
Individual Pins were observed to be similarly engaging to
passers-by as in Study 1. Below we present the identified
similarities and differences given our chosen factors, as well
as insights gained about users discovering and tracing multiple
devices.

Interaction Time
Again, a Kruskal Wallis test performed on the Interaction Time
revealed no significant effect across Pins. As we can see in
Figure 5, the count of interaction sessions grouped by Inter-
actionTime showed 19.7% brief interactions below 5 seconds
(mean=1.3s), 78.2% interactions between 6 seconds and 2
minutes (mean=36.6s), and 2% longer (mean=74s). Despite
of the different context and content, this distribution appears
rather similar to the one in Study 1, except here we had much
less Longer interactions with a much shorter average time.
The percentages of brief interactions were less different across
the Pins (Red 18.2%, Yellow 22.2%, Blue 25% and Green Pin
11.8%).

Interaction with Different Devices
The observers noticed that the south corridor had fluxes of vis-
itors coming to visit the auto-icon, whereas the north corridor
had mostly regular students. Interestingly, the Red Pin near
the auto-icon received 25% less interactions than the nearby
Blue Pin. (Figure 5)

Previous studies indicated people are more likely to look at
a display if there is an attraction nearby [22]. Our interviews
also indicated that placing the devices next to attractions was
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Figure 5. Log analysis of Study 2 - Count of Interaction Sessions per
device, segmented by the length of interaction sessions.

useful to capture attention:"I saw this one first because we
came to see (the auto-icon) (P1)." However, we also observed
that the device had to compete for attention with the attraction.
Carrying content about the auto-icon even supported the atten-
tion switch from the device to the attraction. Some users were
observed abandoning the device after the attention switch. A
few interviewees also mentioned that they assumed the device
was about the auto-icon as it was close to it.

Visibility and Distance
Analysis of observation notes showed 20% individual / groups
of users interacted with both devices in the CloseVisible pair,
and 12% in the CloseInvisible pair. Furthermore, looking into
the log data on how users interacted with the 2-step hints, we
found that in the CloseInvisible pair, 39% people who saw a
hint chose to see more concrete description to find the close
Pin, while only 19% chose so in the CloseVisible pair. These
differences suggested a positive effect of being visible, and an
increased need of guidance when lack of visibility.

As it was not possible for observers to see the other corridor,
we can only get a sense of how many people visited the FarIn-
visible devices by looking into how questions embedded in the
content were answered. Only 3 "Yes" answers were collected
for having visited the farther Pins, which was much less than
the 25 "Yes" answers for having visited the close Pins. There-
fore there seemed to be much less people making the effort
of crossing the corridors to "hunt" other Pins, suggesting an
effect of distance.

Discovering and Visiting Multiple Pins
Interviewees mentioned that hints were important for finding
other devices: "I saw the green one and then it led me to the
yellow one, but I did not see the yellow one until the green
one told me to go there (P7)", and "I only knew after it said

’it should be in front of me’. After this, we came and saw it
ourselves (P4)". The way hints were given was clear enough to
guide participants to the next device: "I think the hints worked,
the green one I did not fully understand at first, so I had to
press the ’I don’t understand this’ button (P7)". They could
precisely remember which device to go next: "It told us about
red, Tomato (P1A)" and, "It asked me to go to the blue one
(P4)". However, one of the participants mentioned that they



did not stay long enough in a dialogue to see a hint: "I did
not get to the point where it tells me to go to the other one
(P3B)".

The decision of following the trail or not can largely depend on
convenience, such as if the device is on their way of walking:
"I just interacted with two. It was just on my way to where I
am headed (P5)". Consistent with Study 1, some users did
not go to the next device straight away, but at a later time.
"I interacted with the next one because I saw it later (P3B)"
and "we are checking that when we are coming back (P1A)".
Moreover, the current activity that the user was performing
before encountering the device prevailed: "I have to go to
work now, so I won’t go to the next ones, sorry (P5)" and "It
did show me hints, but maybe I am a bit short on time (P6)".
One participant mentioned that if their children were there,
they would follow to the next one: "Probably, well with my
kids I would definitely follow (P8)".

Standing Out and Hyperlocal Content
The fact that the device was not expected in that environment
sparked interest: "It was just there, but it is not normally there.
We have been students here for two years. So we saw it, and we
were like, what is this? (P3A)". The physicality was attractive
as well: "It has an interesting shape, it is not something you
would expect here (P1B)" and the location marker metaphor
was mentioned once: "I would say it is sort of a location
marker shape (P7)".

The users enjoyed the hyper-local content of the dialogues: "I
learned that the (name) guy was an architect, I did not know
that. And the Physics department got four Nobel Prize (P2B)".
Students said that it was useful to know more about the place
where they study: "I think it was quite cool because then you
can kind of show off that you go to this uni with a few fun facts
(P7)". Visitors were also pleased to receive this extra bit of
knowledge about the attraction: "Probably getting to know a
little bit more about (the auto-icon) was interesting. I am a
visitor, I came here to see it (P4)".

In summary, Study 2 evaluated the same technology with
different content and in a different context. The overall in-
teraction pattern was found similar to Study 1, except lower
numbers of long interactions. Being placed near attraction had
both positive and negative effect on the engagement with a
device. Distance and visibility affected if and how users traced
multiple devices across space, and hints were needed for find-
ing other devices. While hyperlocal content was much ap-
preciated, people’s willingness of going through a distributed
experience depended much on their ongoing activity and if the
suggested route was on their way.

DISCUSSIONS
The studies investigated how members of the public engaged
with an installation of multiple physical devices distributed
in public places. We found that such systems can be used to
encourage a wide range of people to discover locally relevant
content and explore more of the environment. This approach
benefits from its physicality that makes digital content visible
in-situ without additional barriers for access. The drawback
of this approach is that unlike smartphone-based systems, it

does not have a central point to motivate and guide users to
move across places. It is a known challenge to attract people’s
attention in public and keep them engaged [22, 39, 33, 32]. In
both of our studies, around 20% users left within the first 5
seconds and the majority of the rest spent less than 40 seconds
in average. Therefore, extra effort needs to go in overcoming
the challenge of motivating users and conveying information
about other devices in a short time.

We found hints were crucial to convey multiplicity and raise
awareness of the possibility of interacting with other devices.
Moreover, keeping the hints ambiguous helped to trigger cu-
riosity and sustained interest. The relative visibility and dis-
tance between devices had an effect on the chances of people
interacting with multiple devices: short distance and good
visibility helped them to find and try the next device straight-
away.

Factors in Design Space
In the following we discuss how different design choices in our
proposed design space, including Content, Context, Placement
and Linking, affected such experiences.

Content
Having engaging content is fundamental for positive user per-
ceptions [11]. We find it particularly important in the case of
multiple devices. Users’ experience with one device would
affect their motivation to follow up on another. It could be-
come a key motivation for users to follow up on another device.
In both studies we used a question-answer format to provide
sequences of interactive content. The "conversational" con-
tent was perceived to be friendly and welcoming. However,
people engaged with different types of content differently. At
the park, the informational content attracted more revisit and
lengthy interactions, compared to the content about collecting
feedback.

The content provided by the devices was all about local places.
Hyperlocal content was highly appreciated by both visitors
and regular students in our studies. This is consistent with pre-
vious finding showing that the acquisition of local knowledge
contributes to a deeper perception of the surroundings and
renews people’s sense of place [44, 4, 38, 31, 15]. However,
we also found that when the content of a physical device was
about a nearby attraction, it may drive people’s attention to the
attraction. Designers could either make use of this or avoid it.

Context
Previous work showed effects of context on how technology
attracted interaction in public [2, 30, 22]. Our studies showed
similarities and differences of interaction patterns across differ-
ent contexts. On one hand, we found similar overall patterns of
interaction time with the same technology in two studies with
different context. On the other hand, it had more and longer
long interactions in a festive context with people staying for
picnic, than in a university corridor. This indicates that more
relaxed environment are conducive not only to installations
made of standalone devices but also with multiple.

We found that users were more likely to trace multiple devices
when they were in "exploration mode". In our observations,



users tended to keep with their activities instead of continuing
the experience by searching for other devices. However, the
children in the park were more keen on following the trail,
and they were seen running around devices and eager to find
the next ones. Children do not fear the social embarassment
as much as the adults and they also have more energy to be
walking around. For them, the chase for the Pins was a play-
ful activity which indicates that there is potential for further
applications with distributed devices for this demographics.

Placement
The choice of locale had an observable influence on the inter-
action. Consistent with previous findings [4, 3, 39, 45], we
showed again pathways and places with intense flux of people
might be good for visibility but not for longer interactions.
On the other hand, in contrast with previous findings [22], we
found that placing a device next to a famous attraction might
result in fewer and shorter interactions due to the competition
and split of attention.

The visibility and distance between multiple devices were also
shown to be important factors to consider when deploying
such systems. Users were observed more likely to go straight
to another device if they spot one while looking around. Lack
of visibility and long distance led to less people tracing the
hints to the text. This was especially so in the university
campus where people were simply passing by - less in a mood
for exploration. Abandoning their current tasks to look for a
device in another corridor probably felt as too much effort for
the occasion. Nevertheless, in a festive and relaxing context
like the park, people appreciated the vague hints and lack of
visibility, which challenged them to go for a hunt.

Therefore, if the goal is to encourage the user to follow to
the next device immediately after interacting with the first
one, short distances and good visibility can help because they
convey a smaller effort. However, the idea of a treasure hunt
should not be excluded. In an appropriate context, users may
enjoy the prospect of a hunt, especially children.

Linking
With Pinsight system, we explored two ways of conveying
multiplicity: a similar look-and-feel of the physical design and
hints embedded in the content. The fact that all of the devices
had the same shape was helpful in conveying that they were
related. Previous studies have struggled with conveying that
each device had a different set of content or questions, but
with Pinsight, the different colours wmanaged to show thatthat
each device had different content.

The use of hints embedded in the content was important for
conveying the existence of other devices. Users were often
observed looking around after reading a hint. However, where
to present the hints within the content could also affect user
engagement. Conveying multiplicity up front seemed to be
intimidating or confusing for passers-by who only approached
a device to check what it was.

The amount of information conveyed by hints is another im-
portant decision. In both of our studies we chose to mention
the topic on the next device in order to motivate interest. We
also decided to give hints to all other devices from each of

them, to allow users to freely choose their route, which was
found positive in existing Locative Media [24]. However, we
chose different levels of ambiguity in different contexts. On
one hand, the interaction was purposely designed to resemble
a treasure hunt in the park, in which there were vague indi-
cations about other devices without a detailed description of
their exact locations. It worked well leveraging a treasure hunt
effect and some users liked the challenge. On the other hand,
having a precise textual description of the location of the Pins
was found useful for users at the university. This could be due
to a personal preference or the current activity the user was
engaged, similar as observed around public displays [2].

Limitations and Challenges
Both of our studies were conducted with the same system,
which uses a display and textual content in a constrained
content format. The ways hints are embedded in a sequential
conversation-style interactive content are specific to similar
systems. Systems with different interaction modalities might
need other strategies to motivate and guide users.

Evaluation is one of the major challenges of multi-device
experiences [13]. It is difficult to keep track of where users
have been when evaluating a distributed public system. In our
studies, we needed one observer per device to take notes at the
park where video recording was not allowed. Even so it was
impossible to record numbers of users who visited multiple
devices due to many missed instances and unclear memories
of people’s looks. Embedding questions in devices was easier
for data collection, but it might contain duplicated entries and
fake responses. Therefore our results on these measures are
rather speculative than conclusive. Using computer vision
with recorded video could be an alternative logging method if
given ethical approval [28, 39, 29, 20].

CONCLUSION
This paper evaluated a new way of engaging people in public
places to explore the surroundings and discover local knowl-
edge - by distributing multiple interactive devices that are
connected and refer to each other. This has not been explored
in previous works based on either mobile applications or kiosk
installations tethered to one location. Through two in-the-wild
studies, we evaluated how members of the public engaged
with devices placed at different locales in different contexts
and what were needed for them to go find another one. Our
findings identified effects of a number of factors categorised
in a design space we proposed, which we hope to help future
designers to create public user experiences with distributed
tangible systems.

Future work could consider other strategies to motivate users
for moving across points of interest. Devices with other in-
teraction styles, modalities, and spatial configurations can be
tested to fill up the design space. The look of devices can be
designed to not only convey multiplicity but also semantics.
In the end, the important is to propose engaging and fun ways
to entice people to keep learning, enjoying and exploring.
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